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In Judaism's Strange Gods: Revised and Expanded Christian scholar Michael Hoffman documents

his provocative thesis that Judaism is not the religion of the Old Testament, but the newly formalized

belief system of the Pharisees, which arose in Babylon with the commitment of the formally oral

traditions of the elders to writing, in the wake of the crucifixion of Israels Messiah and the

destruction of the Temple. Basing his findings on authoritative Judaic sources, Hoffman

demonstrates that Judaism is a man-made religion of tradition and superstition, which represents

the institutionalized nullification of Biblical law and doctrine. Liberating the reader from the

accumulated shackles of decades of misinformation, this book that shows that Judaism's god is not

the God of Israel, but the strange gods of Talmud and Kabbalah, and the racial self-worship they

inculcate.Christian bookstores are packed with tomes purporting to unmask the religion of Islam, but

not one slim volume will be found delving into the depravities of Orthodox Judaism.Judaism's

Strange Gods: Revised and Expanded: corrects that imbalance with its fidelity to Biblical truth and

the historic witness of the Church. Here is the best book on Judaism for educating people about the

hidden side of this much glorified, but soul-destroying religion of warfare and deception. Hoffman

deconstructs the facade of Judaism in clear and understandable writing, and does so charitably and

without vitriol. SAMPLE CONTENTS: Principle Sources of the Divine Law of the Religion of

Orthodox Judaism; The Rabbinic Eras; Rabbinic Law vs. Biblical Law; Judaism's Attack On The

Prophets And Patriarchs; The Talmud: Only a Record of Debates?; 'The Babylonian Talmud

Represents God in the Flesh'; Judaism's Hermeneutic of Concealment in Theory and Practice; The

Tarnish on Hillel's Golden Rule; A Gigantic Heap of Self-Perpetuating Legal and Textual Arcana;

Falsifying Scripture with Gezera Shava; 'A Hedge Around the Law'; Loopholes And Escape

Clauses; 'The Pious of the Nations' Loophole; Four Exegetical Categories: PaRDeS, Outright Lies

and Deception; Permissible Categories of Lying; The Deceiver's Gloss on Exodus 23:7; Why

Women Have Not Been Allowed to Study the Talmud; Bribery; Defrauding Workers; The Authority of

the Talmud; The Inferiority of Gentiles; Gentile is not a Brother or a Neighbor; Jews May Kill

Non-Jews; Torat Hamelech: Warrant For The Murder Of Gentiles; The Status of the Gentile in

Jewish Law; Non-Jews are 'Supernal Refuse'; The Maimonidean Halachos of Manslaughter: 'Lifting

and Lowering, Judaism Teaches: Abraham and Isaac were Tainted with Lust; Rabbinic Texts are a

Virulent Source of Anti-Black Racism; Every Gentile's Mother, Daughter and Sister is NShGZ'; New

World Order: U.S. Government Lays The Groundwork For Talmudic Courts; Christians in the

Talmud; Escape Clauses and Loopholes Concerning the Rabbinic Ban on Churches; Talmud

Citations Concerning Christianity; Balaam: The Talmud's Code Name for Jesus; Christianity Alleged



to be a Form of Prostitution; Mary the Mother of Jesus as Sedata' (a promiscuous woman);

Establishing a Legal Principle for Courtroom Entrapment of Christ and Christians; Pandera and

Balaam: Jesus as a Bastard in the Talmud; Origen Contra the Antichrist Rabbinic Calumnies of

Celsus; Anti-Goyimitic and Anti-Christian Hatred; Divine Mandate to Kill Jesus Christ and Christians;

Judaism's Reincarnation Dogma;Star of Bohemia, Not David; Kaparot: The Sin Chicken; The

X-Rated Talmud; Judaism and Menstruation; Judaism and Abortion; Converts and Conversions to

Judaism; Yom Kippur and the Kol Nidrei Nullification of Vows; Judaism's Holy Days; Birkat

HaMinim: The Curse on Christians; Child Molestation and Homosexuality; Glossary of terms; Index.
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Interesting

New light on things.

Interesting but poorly organized. Illuminating if you have the patience to keep with him.



I have used this book referance. it is well researched and well written. There are hundreds of

footnotes, these are at the bottom of each page, which makes checking them far easier than having

to turn to the back of the book, which is to often the case.The information presented is accurate and

the quotes from the Talmud are also accurate.My only cmplaint is that there is a couple of instances

where information is given and no referance is given as to its source.I have a pretty good

understanding of the teachings of Judaism and the Talmud and I believe that this book is a very fair

look at something that most people have little or no understanding of.If you are looking for a book

that will give you accurate information but is still fairly easy to read, this is it.

This i proof of a point I had already come to. The massive documentation of the point is valuable.

Very informative book. Opened up my mind to what is going on in Judaism. Needs to be read by

those looking at the State of Israel.

It is a sad thing to find out that men through the ages, because of Traditions, Religion, self effort,

Works and Pride of Power. that winds around the truth, like a vine winding around a well and

healthy strong tree, to finaly cover the tree to only see the vine, the vine of deception. The truth

being hidden from those looking for the tree. And this is what is happening when man and his

Traditions of law of do and donts, you must, or else. Yes Confusion at it's best. and as we see in

this book of the vine being cut away, so the truth can be seen by those who seek to know its fruit.

When revealed, we see that men from years past, and are still hiding their sin of deception, not only

from the people of the world, past and present But from themselves deceived.It is said, "TRUTH

WILL SET YOU FREE" and it has been said; "MOST PEOPLE CANNOT HANDLE THE

TRUTH?"and it is with this book many will not be able to hadle the truth of this information, even if it

was true?all Jesus said can i help you, i will take responsibilty of your life, and my hand is out for

you, just take it...!And you know what? most people still like to do their own thing, and blame every

one But themselves? very good information on the sbject of Judaism.

When I was very young, I knew a Christian girl who thought that God would bless her by marrying a

Jew. I knew at the time there was SOMETHING wrong with her thinking and I now wish I could track

her down and make her read this book. Given the degree that the "Judaic" mentality has permeated

the United States to the point of corrupting everything from our government to our young people via

the vile excuses for "entertainment" to which they are ceaselessly subjected, Hoffman provides a



much needed insight into what this belief system (I hesitate to call it "faith") really is. If you read this

book you will learn that:- Orthodox Judaism , contrary to the belief of fundamentalists "Christians",

has little or no connection with the Bible, Old Testament or new. The Old Testament (Torah) is only

understood through the interpretations of the Rabbis and their Talmud which consists of their

non-Biblical opinions and legal constructs.-Orthodox Judaism, depending on which Rabbi you listen

too either believes that "Gentiles" have inferior Souls or no Souls whatsoever. In other words, they

believe they are a superior race, at least as far as the males are concerned.-Some Orthodox Rabbis

insist that their Words actually take precedence over God's Will. (Ever wonder what the ultimate

blasphemy might be ?)-Orthodox Judaism is deceptive to the Gentile world, making it believe that

their beliefs are debated freely and openly and may even pretend to be democratic when in reality

any debates occur within a very narrowly defined framework and heretics are always being hunted.

Any Christian who reads this should come away with the view that their faith is the Truth and that

their relationship to God is a liberating and unique one, not dependent on any such thing as a

"Judeo-Christian Tradition". (Hoffman also shows this idea to be a myth.)Hoffman's expose also

provides much illumination when viewing the chaos of current world events. If certain people believe

they are a superior race and even above the Creator of the Universe, what are they NOT capable of

doing?Remember the U.S.S. Liberty ?The Lavon Affair ?Continuing cruelty to the Palestinians

?How about 911 ?
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